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Three additional comments are in order. First, care must be taken in the design of
the main dipoles to match excitations including the effect of shunting. All dipoles
should be matched to the same field and field integral at the midpoint of the shunt
range, and this should be matched to the nominal field at the nominal central energy
AFTER the wiggler. Particular caution must be exercised with the optical chicane
dipoles; each chicane runs at a different design energy when the FEL is in operation!

Secondly, the correctors under consideration here are the nominal transport system
orbit correctors. An additional set of correction dipoles must be provided to generate
path length adjustments. These will be considered in a future technical note, but will
have peak bending angles on the order of 30 mrad and may have more challenging
stability and reproducibility requirements.

Finally, the Table 5 does not mention another specification developed herein, namely,
the  mrad corrector angular range/  g/cm corrector field integral definition.

Field Quality

Dipoles

     End Field Errors

          end field roll-off

          pole-face rotation

          machining
                   tolerance

2 mils

     Dipole Body Errors

          field integral slope

          field integral
              flatness

Quadrupoles

     Systematic Multipole n=5, 9,...

     Random Multipoles

Table 5: Summary Error Budget

Error Source Tolerance Remarks

K1 0.45 0.05±=

σφ 0.02°=

σB'l 6.25 10 4– m Bρ×⁄×<

∆Bl( ) Bl( )linear⁄ 10 4–<

∆Bn( ) B⁄ 10 3– at the pole<

∆Bn

B
----------〈 〉

rmsn
∑ 10 3– at half-aperture<

10± 1500±
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     Main Quadrupoles

          gradient integral 0.5x10-3 rms error relative to
design field

          tracking within
                a  family

0.5x10-3 rms relative error amongst
quads of a given type

          reproducibility 0.5x10-3 rms relative error of qua-
drupole in sequence of
set points

     Trim Quadrupoles

          gradient integral 2.5x10-3 rms error relative to
design field

          tracking within a
                family

2.5x10-3 rms relative error amongst
quads of a given type

          reproducibility 2.5x10-3 rms relative error of qua-
drupole in sequence of
set points

     Orbit Correctors

          field integral 2.5x10-3 rms error relative to
design field

          tracking within a
               family

2.5x10-3 rms relative error amongst
quads of a given type

          reproducibility 2.5x10-3 rms relative error in a
sequence of set points

     Sextupoles

          curvature integral 2.5x10-3 rms error relative to
design field

          tracking within a
               family

2.5x10-3 rms relative error amongst
quads of a given type

          reproducibility 2.5x10-3 rms relative error in
sequence of set points

Table 5: Summary Error Budget

Error Source Tolerance Remarks
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DC

     π-bends

          core field tolerance 0.25 x 10-3 rms error relative to
design field on central
orbit

          field integral
               tolerance

0.25 x 10-3 rms error relative to
design field integral
on central orbit

          tracking within
                a family

10-3 rms relative error amongst
dipoles of a given type

         matching across
                families

2.5 x 10-3 rms relative error
between dipoles of dif-
ferent types

          reproducibility 10-4 rms relative error in a
sequence of set points

     Medium/Small Bends

          core field tolerance 10-3 rms error relative to
design field on central
orbit

          field integra
               tolerance

10-3 rms error relative to
design field integral
on central orbit

          tracking within
               a family

10-3 rms relative error amongst
dipoles of a given type

          matching across
                 families

10-3 rms relative error
between dipoles of dif-
ferent types

          reproducibility 10-4 rms relative error of dipole
in sequence of set
points

Table 5: Summary Error Budget

Error Source Tolerance Remarks
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Excitation Errors

AC

     Main Dipoles power in series

stability tolerance:
resolution: 16 bits

     Injection/Extraction
         Line/Chicanes

individual chicanes in series

stability tolerance:
resolution: 16 bits

inj. line/reinj. chicane in
series; separate series sup-
ply on extraction chicane

     Shunts stability tolerance:
resolution: 16 bits

π-bends individually shunted
range: %

          reverse bends shunted in series
range: %

reverse bends of both arcs
shunted in series

          optical chicane
               bends

individual chicane in series
range: %

separate shunts on each
optical chicane

          injection line bends first two individually shunted
range: %

this pair used for injection
steering

     Main Quadrupoles power individually

stability tolerance
resolution: 16 bits (15+1 parity)

     Trim Quadrupoles power individually

stability tolerance
resolution: 16 bits (15+1 parity)

     Correctors power individually

stability tolerance
resolution: 16 bits (15+1 parity)

     Sextupoles power individually

stability tolerance
resolution: 16 bits (15+1 parity)

Table 5: Summary Error Budget

Error Source Tolerance Remarks
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≥
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=
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there will be “1 step” average motions of

The peak motions are only twice this (as the peak dispersion is 2 m). These are
acceptable; we note that the minimum step size defined by this resolution is in fact
nearly the same as the AC stability tolerance specified above.

Trim Power Supplies/Shunts
The trim power supplies and shunts use ADCs and DACs of 16 bit resolution, with
(in the case of the trim supplies) one bit designated as a parity bit. The available res-
olution is therefore at least 15 bits, so that the minimum relative change in any
small magnet is of order

This is a factor of three below the AC stability tolerance set above and therefore does
not generate any readily observable effects on either orbit or beam properties.

Summary of Error Budget for IR FEL Transport System
The following table summarizes the specifications given above and define an error
budget for the IR FEL transport system. They are a revision of engineering specifica-
tions given earlier [7] and are largely (though not entirely) unchanged.

Table 5: Summary Error Budget

Error Source Tolerance Remarks

Alignment Specifications

Transverse

     Dipole 1 mm rms alignment tolerance

     Quadrupole 0.5 mm rms alignment tolerance

Longitudinal

     Longitudinal Position 1.25 mm rms alignment tolerance

     Roll 1 mrad rms alignment tolerance

x〈 〉 η ∆B
B

------- 
  1 m 1.5 10

5–×× 15µm∼∼=

∆B
B

-------
1

2
15

------- 3 10
5–×∼=
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A similar discussion can be used (and now will be, as promised above) to set the
range and stability on the injection line dipole steering shunts. The injection line
dipoles each bend the 10 MeV beam by 20o. The first two dipoles, those affecting only
the 10 MeV beam, will be used for injection steering. The above treatment suggests
we provide  mrad variation in bending; this can be obtained by allowing a ~5%
shunt operating at a nominal 2.5% offset. The stability, steering, and reproducibility
implications are then as above; we therefore obtain the following

Injection line shunt range and stability tolerance - The two 10 MeV
dipoles in the injection line will be independently shunted with shunts stable
at a tolerance:

injection bends will be shunted a maximum of 5% (±2.5% around nominal)

Power Supply Resolution
With many other aspects of the error budget set, we address the issue of power sup-
ply resolution. If a power supply uses N bit DACs, the minimum relative change in

the excitation of a magnet driven by that power supply is . If this number is
too large, the orbit or beam properties will respond in a measurable way to this
change, leading to discontinuous behavior in the transport system. This is to be
avoided. We therefore check the effect of typical power supply resolution for both the
main dipole power supply and the trim supplies or shunts.

Main Dipole Power Supplies
The main dipole power supply will use ADCs and DACs of at least 16 bit resolution.
The minimum relative change in all dipoles is then correlated (with all other dipoles)
and of order

As the system is achromatic, nearly isochronous, and has large momentum accep-
tance, such changes generate virtually no observable beam properties or orbit varia-
tions at the end of the recirculation. Internal to the end loops, at dispersed locations,

10±

T 10
4–

=

1 2
N⁄( )

∆B
B

-------
1

2
16

------- 1.5 10
5–×∼=
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possible error scenarios, we allow the peak corrector strength to be , suggesting
a 8.4 mrad specification. We round this to 10 mrad, which is equivalent to a field
integral of ~1500 g-cm at 42 MeV.

An rms AC stability of 10-4 in such a corrector at full excitation will lead to an rms

angular error of 1 µrad. Using the above relation  suggests the AC
orbit motion excited by such errors will be of magnitude

which is adequate for our application. A similar argument shows that reproducibility
and setpoint precision of 2.5x10-3 (such as in the trim quads, see Table 3) leads to
orbit excursions of ~0.4 mm. This is at or below the level of orbit reproducibility pro-
vided by the main dipoles, and is therefore adequate for our application.

Operationally, the 10 mrad peak kick criterion is sensible inasmuch as it will allow
us to perform detailed aperture scans throughout the system. The average M12 or

M34 through the system is simply , or about 3.5 m. Typical pipe radii in the
machine are 1”, or 2.54 cm. A corrector strength of ~10 mrad is therefore needed to
fully scan the aperture.

We thereby obtaining the following

Corrector specification
- orbit correctors for the IR FEL transport system should provide a maximum
angular deflection of 10 mrad:

this is equivalent to a maximum 42 MeV field integral as follows:

- corrector excitation will have rms AC stability at the level of 1 part in 10000:

- correctors will have set-point precision and reproducibility at the level of 2.5
parts in 1000:

6σ±

x〈 〉 N 2⁄ β x'〈 〉=

x〈 〉 20
2
------ 5 m( ) 10

6–
rad( )×× 16 µm,= =

β 2⁄

x'max 10 mrad=

B ld∫ max 1500 g-cm .=

σ δx'AC( ) x'max⁄
AC

10
4–<

σ δx'DC( ) x'max⁄
DC

2.5 10× 3–<
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Adding the orbit error responses in quadrature (the errors are assumed to be uncor-
related) yields the expected uncorrected rms orbit error.

This rms error must be compensated using correction dipoles. The rms strength of
these dipoles is specified through the sensitivity estimate

which, when evaluated with Table 1 numbers (and the need-to-know information
that N~20 - there are about 20 correctors in each plane), gives the following result.

The correctors must provide an rms angular kick of 1.4 mrad. To accommodate all

Table 4: Corrector-Related Error Sensitivities

error sensitivity rms
tolerance

rms orbit
error

alignment errors

quadrupole alignment 0.5 mm 11 mm

medium dipole alignment 1 mm 4 mm

small dipole alignment 1 mm 1 mm

medium dipole roll 1 mrad 7 mm

DC excitation errors

π-bends 10-3 16 mm

medium dipoles 10-3 7 mm

small dipoles 10-3 1.2 mm

x〈 〉 22 m σ× r∼

x〈 〉 4 m σ× r∼

x〈 〉 1 m σ× r∼

y〈 〉 7 m σz'∼

x〈 〉 16 m T∼

x〈 〉 7 m T∼

x〈 〉 1.2 m T∼

σ 11( )2
4( )2

1( )2
7( )2

16( )2
7( )2

1.2( )2
+ + + + + + mm 22.2 mm= =

x〈 〉 N
2
----β x'〈 〉=

x'〈 〉 σ
N 2⁄( )β

------------------------∼ 22.2 mm

20 2⁄ 5m( )×
------------------------------------ 1.4 mrad= =
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errors triple. The impact of such errors in the main quadrupoles is clearly not
acceptable; the effect in trim quadrupoles is more reasonable, through the dis-
persive effect is getting largish. (Recall that 1 cm error dispersion out of the
recirculator leads to 500 µm spot growth with 5% momentum spread, a cir-
cumstance that could be troublesome for emittance measurements.) We there-
fore require that the field error at half aperture be due to a distribution of
multipole errors, rather than concentrated in any single multipole. This is
readily done by adopting the quadrupole field quality specification used in
CEBA [6]. This specification will insure that the beam properties perturba-
tions driven by quad field errors will be within the allowed error budget, and
will apply to both main and trim quadrupoles.

Quadrupole field quality specification
- systematic dodecapole should contribute relative field error of no more than
0.1% at the pole:

- systematic icosapole should contribute relative field error of no more than
0.1% at the pole:

- random multipoles should contribute a total rms relative field error of no
more than 0.1% at half-aperture (with a 2  cutoff assumed). Any individual
random multipole should contribute an rms relative field error of no more
than 0.1% at the pole (again with a 2  cutoff assumed).

Corrector Specification
There is now a basis for specifying the IR FEL correction dipole strength. Table 4
summarizes the sensitivities and tolerances for sources of DC orbit errors. Save for
the case of π-bends, the allowed tolerance is a single rms order-of-magnitude specifi-
cation drawn from the above discussion. In the case of the π-bends, we hold a tighter
tolerance (equivalent only to the intra-family tracking tolerance), inasmuch as these
bends are individually shunted, will be characterized by magnetic measurements,
and will therefore “self-correct” during the orbit setup process.

∆B5

B
---------- 10 3– at the pole<

∆B9

B
---------- 10 3– at the pole<

σ

σ

∆Bn

B
----------〈 〉

rmsn
∑ 10 3– at half aperture<
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The n-th derivative term is then given by T as follows,

so that the “real” quadrupole gradient at displacement x is then

The gradient at half aperture is therefore

indicating that at half aperture there is an inverse focal length error.

As discussed earlier, this will lead to beam properties errors as follows.

The 26 main quadrupoles are at undispersed locations and will therefore not
contribute to dispersion errors. The 8 trim quadrupoles are all at dispersed
locations and will contribute to both beam envelope function and dispersion
errors. Using Table 1 values (and recalling that trim quads are ~10 times
weaker than main quads) we obtain the following sensitivities.

This suggests a 10-3 error in main quadrupoles at half aperture due to octu-
pole (n=3) will lead to a 6 to 7% error in propagated betatron function; similar
errors in trim quadrupoles lead to ~1/3% error in betatron function and 1/3 cm
dispersion error. If the error is due to dodecapole (n=5) the resulting beam
properties errors nearly double; if the error is icosapole (n=9) driven, the

B
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----βnT

f
------- ∆η〈 〉 N

2
----βηnT

f
-------=;= =
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2
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2
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Application can be made to trim quadrupoles as well. As these are at dis-
persed locations, the spot size can be much larger, ~10 cm. There are fewer
quads (8), and they are typically an order of magnitude weaker. The sensitiv-
ity thus becomes as follows.

The result is the same - if the quad is linear to 10-3 over the beam, the spot
distortion remains at the 130µm level. Typically, we will require all quads to
be linear to 10-3 over the full beam plus some additional working aperture, so
that this error source will have even smaller impact.

Linear Aperture - To insure reproducibility and operational robustness, the
transport system should have a  “linear” aperture around the
baseline orbit. Through this region, aberrations and phase space distortion
should be small and beam response to perturbations should be well modeled
by linear optics.

For the IR FEL, with a ~1 mm rms spot size, this linear aperture requirement
corresponds to about a 1” aperture in nominally 2” quadrupoles, or a criterion
of “linearity over half the aperture”. We now investigate what this implies
about the quadrupole field quality, by estimating the impact on beam proper-
ties of nonlinear field deviation driven focussing errors.

Consider the case in which the field of a quadrupole of aperture  and nomi-
nal gradient  deviates from linearity by some tolerance T at half aperture.
Assume this deviation is due to a 2n+2 pole; in this case, the field in the quad
is given by the following expression.

The field at half aperture is then

where we have made the identification

x〈 〉 8
2
--- 5 m( )× 0.1 m( )× 0.12 m⁄( )× T× 0.12 T∼=

6σ 10 mm±
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Field integral flatness specification - the transverse variation of field inte-
gral through all dipoles will deviate from linearity by no more than 1 part in
10,000. At any transverse position, the following constraint should apply:

Quadrupole Field Errors
Magnetic inhomogeneities in quadrupoles present two potential problems.
The first is beam distortion due to nonlinear field variation driven differential
steering of various parts of the beam. The second is reduction in accelerator
linear aperture. We consider each of these in turn.

Differential Steering - This effect is equivalent to the impact of discrepancies
from linearity in dipoles. A particle displaced by x in a quadrupole nominally
gets an angular kick of . If the field in the quadrupole diverges
strongly from linearity, a particle on exterior of the beam (e.g., at ) will get a
somewhat different kick of , where T defines the relative
field error at x. The differential kick

occurring in each of N quadrupoles will (as in the equivalent dipole case,
above) lead to spot size growth of the following magnitude.

This is readily seen to be quite small. Taking x to be , or ~6 mm, we see

A T value of 0.001 would in this case represent a very poor quadrupole (one
with a 2” bore having a relative field error of 1 part in 1000 at only 6 mm!) and
yet would lead to only 130µm spot size distortion of the full spot over the com-
plete recirculation. This constraint is therefore not a strong one for the main
quadrupoles.

∆ B ld∫
B ld∫( )linear

----------------------------- 10 4–<

x' 0( ) x f⁄=

6σ
x' x( ) x f 1 T+( )( )⁄=

δx' x' x( ) x' 0( ) xT
f

------∼–=

x〈 〉 N
2
----βxT

f
------=

6σ

x〈 〉 26
2
------ 5 m( )× 0.006 m( )× 1.2 m⁄( )× T× 0.13 T∼=
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The deviation  of  from linearity leads to an angular kick to the tra-

jectory of the edge of the beam relative to the design trajectory of the edge of
the beam. This causes the outlying portions of the beam to wander from their
nominal (linear field) locations, generating potential spot growth. The magni-
tude of this growth can be estimated by recalling

and noting that in this case, for a bend of angle ,

In this case,  represents the average growth of the spot due to differential
steering driven by nonlinear variation of bending field across the extent of the
beam. We obtain the following relation specifying growth in spot size as a
function of relative deviation from flatness of bending field.

Using Table 1 values, we find the following sensitivity to field variations in the
“medium” dipoles.

A nonlinear field variation of 10-3 across the beam can therefore lead to poten-
tial spot size growth of 7 mm. This is quite large, indicating extreme care
must be taken to insure field flatness in the recirculator dipoles. This can be

scaled to the large and/or small dipoles by multiplying by

(“1” refers to medium dipoles, “2” to one of the other types); doing so indicates
 for the large dipoles and  for the small. This reinforces

the need for excellent field flatness, particularly in light of the large spot size
in dipoles at dispersed locations of the optical cavity chicanes (spots in excess
of 2 cm) and the end loops spots in excess of 10 cm). We therefore make the fol-
lowing

∆ B ld∫ B ld∫

x〈 〉 N
2
----β x'〈 〉=

θ

x'〈 〉 θ
∆ B ld∫

B ld∫
---------------

 
 
 

θT .= =

x〈 〉

x〈 〉 N
2
----β θT( )=

x〈 〉 16
2
------ 5 m( )× 1

2
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  T×× 7 T= =

N2 N⁄ 1 θ2 θ1⁄( )×

x〈 〉 16 T= x〈 〉 1.2 T=
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We therefore must constrain the rms deviation of slope from design as follows,

and make the following specification.

Field integral slope tolerance - the transverse slope of the field integral
through all dipoles will agree with design to within the following rms toler-
ance:

This is similar to the excitation criterion on quadrupoles. For quads, we
required the relative error in the quadrupole excitation be on the order of half
a mil (0.0005); here, (where the average focal length is ~5 times larger), we
require the “correct” focal length to a quarter of a percent. The absolute focus-
sing error (the error inverse focal length) is same from either error source.

Discrepancies from linearity - the variation of the field over the aperture must
be linear, or “flat”. Discrepancies from linearity will produce differential steer-
ing across the beam, leading to beam distortion and spot size growth. The sit-
uation is as depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Straight-through field integral profile across dipole aperture, showing field
variation across extent of beam

∆
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The dipole geometry is as shown in Figure 3. The active pole width is of order
0.2 m, and the pole face angle ~7o. An error of 0.07o in pole face angle trans-
lates to a length deviation given as follows.

Machining tolerances of ~0.002 inch are, with care, achievable [5]; this is con-
sistent with an rms tolerance of ~0.02o on the pole face rotation angle. We
therefore make the following

Pole face rotation angle tolerance - the pole face angles on all dipoles will
conform to the following standard:

This corresponds to an rms machining tolerance on the order of 2 mils over the
complete pole piece of a “medium” dipole.

Field errors in magnet body - come in two types. The first, related to the previ-
ous estimate, deals with variations in slope of the field integral through the
magnet across the aperture. The second deals with deviations from flatness, or
linearity, of the gradient integral.

Slope variations - The slope of the field integral has been introduced to pro-
vide focussing for dispersion and beam envelope function handling. It is pri-
marily generated by pole face rotations, a tolerance on which is given above.
Left-right asymmetries in the magnets (such as length differences between
the two magnet backlegs) will also contribute to this slope. We therefore must
place a separate tolerance on this parameter. The estimates given above
apply; the slope must not deviate from design values by more than fractions of
a percent rms; a few percent variation in slope will drive beam properties/dis-
persion deviations of ~10% and/or 10 cm, which are too large for this single
error source. Because some of the medium dipoles have parallel faces, we
translate this relative criterion to a tolerance on gradient integral. We require
that any gradient integral deviations generate an error inverse focal length no
more than 1/4% the nominal ~0.25/m inverse focal length of the dipoles. This
means T=0.0025, which, by the above sensitivity estimates of

 and , leads to ~1% beam envelope
function errors and ~1 cm dispersion error. This corresponds to the following
allowable variation:

∆l 0.2 m 7.07° 7°tan–tan( ) 0.010 inch= =

σφ 0.02°=

∆β β⁄〈 〉 ∆α〈 〉 3.5T= = ∆η〈 〉 3.5 m T=

δ 1
f
--- 

  T f× 0.0025 0.25 m⁄× ∆
xd

d
B ld∫( )

 
 
 

 
 
 

Bρ( )⁄= = =
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The situation is as shown in Figure 2, wherein we see a plan view of a dipole
bending a beam through an angle , with pole-face rotation . The straight
through gradient integral depends on the transverse offset x; the variation is
as follows:

The inverse focal length then (in the small angle approximation) is

so that pole face angle errors generate focal length deviations as follows.

Converting to a relative focal length error T and noting that in the IR FEL the
pole face rotation angle is typically , we have

This can be used with the above estimates to set an angular tolerance. Note
that T on the order of a fraction of a percent is, as determined above, tolerable.
This would imply that an angular variation of a fraction of a percent of 8o, or
less that 0.08o, is allowed. This seems quite tight, so we estimate what is
mechanically achievable.

Figure 3: Geometry of dipole pole face
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Figure 1: Straight-through field integral profile across dipole aperture

Nominally, the (“straight-through”) field integral profile across a dipole
appears as in Figure 1. The slope of the linear region is fixed by the pole face
angles; a variation in this slope represents an error in the dipole focal length,
which leads to perturbation of beam properties. As discussed above, these
scale with the error focal length as follows.

Here, T is the relative error in the inverse focal length; the focussing error is
given by  where  is an average dipole focal length for the N

dipoles under consideration. Using Table 1 values (N=16, =4 m, =5 m,
=1 m), we get the sensitivities of beam properties to dipole focusing errors:

A fraction of a percent relative error appears acceptable; a few percent rela-
tive error in focal length (as it will lead to ~10% variations in beam envelope
functions and ~10 cm of dispersion) will be too large. We must, however, trans-
late this into an edge angle tolerance.

Figure 2: Geometry of sector dipole pole faces
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with . A tolerance on the roll-off can be set by observing that the

above sensitivity applies to variations in  as well; a variation  will drive
deviations in vertical beam envelope functions as follows.

Thus, variations in  at the 0.05 level will lead to beam envelope functions
variations at the 9% level. This is quite large for a single error source and rep-
resents a cause for some concern. It will be operationally manageable through
proper modeling (including simulations driven by data from magnetic mea-
surement), beam properties measurements, and appropriate matching, but
care should be exercised. We therefore make the following

End-field roll-off specification - the end field integral for all dipoles will
conform to the following standard:

We note that this represents a principle error source in the transport system;
any efforts made to manage this error to better than ±0.05 will be rewarded by
improved machine performance!

Dipole focussing is used in this machine to manage dispersion in the recircula-
tion arc loops; we therefore estimate the impact of variations within this toler-
ance on remnant dispersion. Using arguments given above, the end field
rolloff in the dipoles will lead to dispersion errors of the following magnitude.

This sensitivity is large (leading to ~9 cm dispersion for 0.05 variation in )
but should be manageable provided adequate information from magnetic mea-
surements and modeling is used to implement trim quad corrections.

Pole-Face Rotation Errors - The baseline IR FEL driver design uses dipole
edge focussing to manage both dispersion and beam envelope functions during
recirculation. Errors in dipole edge angles will therefore generate focussing
errors. We now examine the sensitivity of beam properties to such errors and
use the results to set a pole face rotation angle tolerance.
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in the gap .  is the first order field roll-off integral [2], defined as follows.

In our case, , , , and Harwood has suggested treat-
ing the dipoles as square-edged magnets [3]. In this case,  and

 [4], so the second term in  is ~0.02 and is therefore negligible.
Applying the small angle approximation, the differential focussing due to field
roll-off is then of order

As every magnet has 2 edges, the net inverse focal length perturbation
becomes

and using parameters for the IR FEL relates the inverse focal length error to
 as follows.

Using previously developed relations, we can evaluate the perturbation of the
vertical beam envelope functions.

With Table 1 values, we obtain the following scaling.

If the design is done for an ideal magnet ( ) and built with “real” mag-

nets with, for example, , there will be a 77% mismatch in vertical
beam envelope function. We must therefore include gap effects in the design;
this was done assuming, per Harwood’s suggestion, a square edged magnet
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III. Errors in Magnetic Field Quality

In the following, we examine the impact of magnetic field inhomogeniety on IR FEL
transport system performance. We first investigate the effect of various field errors
in the dipoles. We then estimate the impact of field errors in quadrupoles.

Dipole Field Errors
Three types of field errors are of immediate concern for the IR FEL transport
system. Two of these are end effects: the impact of the finite magnet gap and
the effect of pole-face rotation errors. The third is the effect field errors in the
body of the magnet; errors in both transverse gradient of the field integral and
transverse nonlinear field roll-off are of concern.

End Field Errors - A finite dipole gap leads to field leakage past the end of the
magnet and, as a consequence, depression of vertical focusing. The vertical
focal length of a dipole face is [1] as follows.

Here,  is the entrance/exit angle,  the bend radius, and

quantifies the depression of the vertical focussing due to field end field roll-off

trim quadrupoles

gradient integral 2.5x10-3 rms error relative to design field

tracking within family 2.5x10-3 rms relative error amongst quads of
a given type

reproducibility 2.5x10-3 rms relative error of quadrupole in
sequence of set points

AC stability 10-4 rms AC stability

Table 3: Quadrupole Excitation Specifications

ERROR TOLERANCE REMARKS
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1,000 precision is needed - i.e., the quadrupole gradient integral must be cor-
rect to 0.1% and stable to 0.01%. The rms error tolerances given in Table 3
provide this level of control.

A similar evaluation can be performed for the 8 trim quadrupoles in the recir-
culation arc. Note these are about an order of magnitude weaker than the
main quadrupoles, so their relative excitation tolerances will be approxi-
mately ten times looser. They are, however, at dispersed locations. We there-
fore must estimate the impact of trim quadrupole errors on dispersion. From
above, the error inverse focal length  will lead to dispersion
errors of magnitude

which, when evaluated using the stated values gives the following sensitivity.

Tolerances must be set to accommodate this error. The betatron sensitivity (on
the order of one tenth of that for the main quadrupoles) is not severe, but the
dispersive error suggests that quadrupole errors at the 1% level are to be
treated with caution, as these will lead to ~1 cm of error dispersion, with an
associated 500µm growth in recirculated spot size at a 5% momentum spread.
We therefore limit the rms errors to ~1/4% and require gradient integral,
tracking within a family, and reproducibility at this level. As the standard
power supplies provide 1 part in 10,000 stability, AC variations are not an
issue; a 10-4 tolerance is more than adequate for this application.

Table 3: Quadrupole Excitation Specifications

ERROR TOLERANCE REMARKS

main quadrupoles

gradient integral 0.5x10-3 rms error relative to design field

tracking within family 0.5x10-3 rms relative error amongst quads of
a given type

reproducibility 0.5x10-3 rms relative error of quadrupole in
sequence of set points

AC stability 10-4 rms AC stability
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tive changes T in excitation of N quadrupoles of average focal length  at
which the average remnant orbit is  will scale as follows.

Using Table 1 values gives the following sensitivity to “ripple and remnant”
errors.

For millimeterish remnant orbits and AC stability of order 10-4, the resulting
beam jitter is at the two micron level.

We place primary attention on the focussing effects of excitation errors. In the
following, we ignore phase advance effects, which are not of primary impor-
tance in this machine, and concentrate on errors affecting betatron functions
and dispersion, as these directly parameterize the beam size and bunch length
performance of the energy recovery loop. As with dipoles, both DC and AC tol-
erances must be set. Both may be addressed by recalling that the beam enve-
lope and dispersion response to an error focal length  is as follows. (As
there are no main quadrupoles in any dispersed area, we ignore dispersion.)

Denote by T the relative inverse focal length error and by  the average qua-

drupole focal length. Then , and the impact on beam parame-
ters is as follows.

Evaluating this with values from Table 1 provides the sensitivities.

A tolerance of 10-4 will lead to 0.22% beam envelope function errors. This is an
acceptable ripple tolerance. A tolerance of 10-3 give a 2.2% beam parameter
error. This is an adequate setting tolerance. In contrast, a tolerance of 1 part
in 100 for any focussing error yields 16% betatron function errors, which is
excessive. We therefore conclude that 1 part in 10,000 stability and 1 part in
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a relative stability of 10-6. Note that the systematic result for the buss is a fac-
tor of 5 larger, as ~20 dipoles are in series on the buss, not 4. The errors gener-
ated by either source are negligible.

Summary of DC Tolerances - From the above results, we generate the sum-
mary in Table 2.

Quadrupole Excitation Errors: Focussing Effects
Steering effects of quadrupole excitation errors are second order small and
therefore unimportant in a properly steered machine. A simple estimate sets
the magnitude of such errors. The remnant orbit variation  due to rela-

Table 2: DC Tolerances for IR FEL Transport Dipoles

ERROR TOLERANCE REMARKS

π-bends

core field tolerance 0.25 x 10-3 rms error relative to design field on
central orbit

field integral tolerance 0.25 x 10-3 rms error relative to design field
integral on central orbit

tracking tolerance within
a family

10-3 rms relative error amongst dipoles of
a given type

matching tolerance across
families

2.5 x 10-3 rms relative error between dipoles of
different types

reproducibility 10-4 rms relative error of dipole in
sequence of set points

medium/small dipoles

core field tolerance 10-3 rms error relative to design field on
central orbit

field integral tolerance 10-3 rms error relative to design field
integral on central orbit

tracking tolerance within
a family

10-3 rms relative error amongst dipoles of
a given type

matching tolerance across
families

10-3 rms relative error between dipoles of
different types

reproducibility 10-4 rms relative error of dipole in
sequence of set points

δx〈 〉
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These are only a factor of 2 larger than the preceding estimates. The machine
focussing will therefore tolerate DC field integral and intra-family tracking
tolerances of 10-3.

Now consider the case in which the magnets are varied (e.g. on a shunt or a
buss) so that both bend angle and bend radius change coherently and system-
atically. Beam envelope function errors will evolve much as in the case of ran-
dom errors. The focussing imposed on beam envelope functions is typically not
specifically correlated with the phase, so that instead of having random errors
at systematic phases, or even random errors at random phases, we have sys-
tematic errors at more or less random phases. In this case, errors add not in
quadrature (as for random errors), but linearly; the effect is as follows.

The first term represents the effect of the bend radius variation, the second
the effect of the bend angle variation. Using Table 1 values and limiting con-
sideration to a single optical cavity chicane or recirculation loop (one end of an
arc) yields, for the sensitivity to shunt variations:

This is a very large effect, which reinforces several of the above specifications.
It implies that shunts should be used only for matching amongst families of
magnets (with the guidance of magnetic measurements), not for “gang” steer-
ing, as this causes significant focussing changes. The shunts are therefore to
be employed solely for matching of families of magnets to each other. We must
insure that all magnets are well matched to the beam energy; otherwise errors
in the dipole focussing will cause untoward beam parameter variations. This
also suggests that shunt ranges should be quite limited so as to avoid poten-
tial focal effects of mismatch of dipole excitation with beam energy. We thus
must specify the shunt range on the optical chicane dipoles to be similar to
that of the arc reverse bends, with an additional 0.5% allowance for offset of
the beam energy after lasing. Therefore, we have the long awaited

Optical chicane dipole shunt range specification - optical chicane
dipoles will be shunted a maximum of 3% (±1.5% around nominal) A single
shunt will be available for each optical chicane; this shunt will be used only
for matching of chicane magnet excitation to beam energy.

The above systematic error sensitivity result supports the AC stability specifi-
cations made earlier. All dipoles are in series on the main buss with a relative
stability of 10-5 and individual families of magnets are shunted in series with
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A 1% error in angle generates a 16% error in betatron function and 16 cm
error in dispersion. These are large, suggesting an 0.1% tolerance is needed.
This is consistent with the 0.25x10-3 rms relative error in field integral speci-
fied during the preceding discussion of steering effects. This result reinforces
the notion that the π-bends must be set correctly to better than 1 part in 1000
to get a good orbit and to order 1 part in 1000 to get good optics. It therefore
confirms the DC specifications suggested above. Moreover, this discussion
indicates that AC variations on the 10-5 level give rise to no discernible varia-
tions in beam properties.

medium/small dipoles - the nominal focal length of the small dipoles is ~4 m;
variation of the bend radius at fixed bend angle by a relative error T therefore
leads to an error focal length . The orbit implications (or
lack thereof) of such an error are discussed above; the errors in beam proper-
ties scale with T as follows:

Use of Table 1 values yields the following sensitivities.

These are a factor of 4 smaller than the sensitivities for the π-bends, we there-
fore conclude that the core field need only be good to 1 part in 1000 rms so
than an rms tolerance of 10-3 is adequate.

A field integral error with tolerance T will lead to an angular error in the ~1/2
radian bend angle of . By the above discussion, such an angular error (at
fixed bend radius) leads to an associated inverse focal length error .
The resulting beam properties errors scale with T as follows:.

Evaluating these using Table 1 values gives the sensitivity of the beamline.
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5) core field tolerance - is not a significant steering issue for the small dipoles,
due to the fact that the sagitta (and, consequently, core field error induced
orbit errors) of a magnet scales as bend radius times the square of the bend
angle. The small magnets have a bend angle roughly an order of magnitude
smaller than the π-bends, at the same bend radius, and therefore are more tol-
erant of core field error generated orbit errors. The coupling of the dipole
focussing to bend radius does however place restrictions on the core field; this
is discussed below.

At this point, several DC excitation tolerances are determined. Certain specifications
are still unclear - such as the required precision of the core magnetic field of the
small dipoles and the shunt range on the optical chicane dipoles. These issues can be
resolved by an examination of the effect of focussing perturbations introduced
through dipole excitation errors. We now turn attention to this class of error.

Dipole Excitation Errors: Focussing Effects
As discussed above, N focal length errors of average magnitude  lead
to a final average beam envelope function and dispersion errors as follows.

For dipoles, the error focal length can arise from a deviations of bend angle or
pole face rotation angle by  from design, in which case the error inverse
focal length is of order , or by a bend radius error , in which case the
error in inverse focal length will be of order , where
is the nominal focal length of the magnet.

π-bends - the nominal focal length of the π-bends is infinite; variation of the
bend radius at fixed bend angle therefore has no focussing effect. (The orbit
implications of such an error are discussed above.) A field integral error with
tolerance T will lead to a bend angle discrepancy πT with an associated
inverse focal length error . The resulting errors scale with T as follows:

Evaluating these using Table 1 values gives a set of sensitivities.
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millimeter tolerances without steering, the π-bends must reproduce to 10-5.
5) core field tolerance - if the field integral through the π-bends is correct, the
bend angle will be 180o and the dipole will act as a -I transform horizontally.
However, if the core field is wrong, the bend radius will be incorrect, and (if
the beam is properly aligned at the entrance) the orbit will be displaced from
nominal by 2Tρ, where T is the core field tolerance and ρ the bend radius. In
our case, we would like the beam to stay aligned to order ~1-2 mm, so (with ρ
= 1 m) we must have a limit of ~0.001 on the possible excursion. We therefore
set the core field tolerance to an rms value of 0.25 x 10-3. The coupling of the
focussing to core bend field through bend radius will be discussed when focus-
sing errors are addressed below.

medium/small bends (reverse, optical chicane, injection/extraction chicane)
1) field integral tolerance - an rms error of order 10-3 will lead to an rms orbit
excursion of order 7 mm. This is large, but manageable by a properly specified
orbit correction system, inasmuch as it is below the effect of quadrupole mis-
alignment. This field integral tolerance is also associated with focussing
effects, and will be revisited below.
2) tracking within a family - as we have no individual shunting capacity (all
reverse/optical chicane bends are on shunts in series, unlike the π-bends) an
rms error limit of 10-3 is imposed. This will reduce random focussing errors
amongst the dipoles (see below), reduce tracking-failure-induced orbit errors
to the ~7 mm level, and suppress steering caused by failure of the magnets to
track while the shunts are adjusted. We note that this steering is a second
order effect of magnitude ~7 mm x shunt range - a number at the level of 70
µm for the 1% shunts specified for use with the reverse bends in the arcs, but
at the 0.7 mm level for the “10%” shunt under consideration for the optical chi-
cane bends. The former is acceptable, but the latter is large, and points to the
need for further consideration of shunt ranges in the optical chicane. This is
done below.
3) matching across families - We allow an rms error of 10-3, which is to be
taken out using the shunts with the guidance of magnetic measurements. The
impact of this error upon the orbit provides a definite signature of possible
mismatch. From the discussion of shunts for the reverse bends, we know that
a systematic relative error tolerance T on the reverse bend excitation will lead
to a remnant error of order 3.5 m x T in the backleg. This can be readily
observed at the 10-3 level and compensated using the series shunt on the
reverse bends.
4) reproducibility - if the small bends reproduce to 10-4, the orbit will repro-
duce to ~0.7 mm, well within a range that remains in the beam pipe and can
be easily corrected with a steering program. This is operationally adequate;
beam probably could be run without further correction. If the orbit is to repro-
duce to well below sub-millimeter tolerances without steering, the small bends
must reproduce to order of a few x 10-5.
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field integral errors, magnet irreproducibility, and failure of magnets within or
across families (e.g., π-bends, reverse bends, optical chicane bends) to match.
The phenomenology and sensitivities are those described above - a bend angu-
lar error leads to an orbit excursion that must be corrected. Denote again by T
the relative angular error or “tolerance”; from above, the orbit response to the
error will be as follows:

For each family of dipole, we will specify limits on several relevant error
effects, including 1) field integral tolerance, 2) tracking within a family, 3)
matching across families, 4) reproducibility, and 5) core field tolerance.

π-bends
1) field integral tolerance - a full range error of order 10-3 will lead to a full
range orbit excursion of 16 mm. This is large, but manageable, in light of the
fact that the magnets are individually shunted at the ±0.5% level. This corre-
sponds to an allowable rms field integral error of 0.25x10-3, with an associated
rms orbit error of 4 mm. The field integral tolerance is also associated with
focussing effects, and will be discussed below.
2) tracking within a family - an rms error of 10-3 leads to an rms orbit excur-
sion of 16 mm. This is quite large; however, the principle role of the indepen-
dent shunts is to eliminate this error. Magnetic mapping can be used to give
guidance on setting the shunts and matching the two π-bends. In addition, the
large dipoles are probably mechanically the most difficult to measure and con-
trol. We therefore allow a debit to the error budget, and require only that this
error be at the 10-3 rms level.
3) matching across families - again the mechanical difficulty of the π-bends is
of concern. We allow an rms error of 2.5x10-3, which is to be taken out using
the shunts with the guidance of magnetic measurements. The impact of this
error on the orbit provides a clear signature of mismatch. Tracking within a
family coupled to matching across families can potentially take up all the
shunt capacity. In this case, some use of shunts on the reverse bends and
adjustment of the dipole buss will be required.
4) reproducibility - if the π-bends reproduce to 10-4, the orbit will recover to
~1.6 mm, well within a range that remains in the beam pipe and can be easily
corrected with a steering program. This is operationally adequate; beam prob-
ably could be run without further correction. If the orbit is to reproduce to sub-
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steering), but in the recirculation transport all orbit correction can be accom-
modated external to the reinjection/extraction chicanes.

Summary of AC Tolerances - At this point, we can make certain specifications.

Dipole main power supply stability tolerance - All major dipoles will be
excited in series, with the following stability:

We note that this is a short time scale specification made to avoid beam
motion leading to effective emittance dilution. On “drift” time scales to which
orbit locks can respond and below which diagnostics (such as profile measure-
ments) are accurate (minutes to hours) the problem is essentially equivalent
to the DC tolerance, which is discussed below.

Shunt range and stability tolerance - Shunts will be stable at a tolerance:

π-bends will be shunted a maximum of 1% (±0.5% around nominal)
reverse bends will be shunted a maximum of 2% (±1.0% around nominal) - a
single shunt will be applied to all reverse bends at both ends of the machine

the shunt range for optical chicane bends is evaluated below - a 10% shunt
range is acceptable from an AC orbit motion perspective, but may not be
allowed by DC orbit offsets/DC focussing effects

Injection/extraction chicane power supply stability tolerance - Injec-
tion/extraction chicane dipoles will be powered in series with the following
stability:

the first two injection line bends are to be shunted to allow for orbit steering -
the range and stability of these shunts will be determined below, when orbit
correctors are defined.

DC Effects - “DC effects” refer to excitation errors leading to steering on times
scale long compared to the response time of orbit correction algorithms, orbit
locks, and diagnostics. Examples include errors in the core field of magnets,

T 10
5–

=

T 10
4–

=

T 10
4–

=
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•The π-bends are 2 3/4 betatron wavelengths apart, center-to-center, and
therefore excite orthogonal modes of betatron oscillations. Ganging them
will therefore not suppress AC orbit errors. In addition, these magnets
are useful “knobs” for horizontal orbit correction. They therefore must be
on individual shunts. Given the above stability estimate, the excursion of
this shunt must not exceed 1% full range, and the shunt must be stable to
1 part in 10,000.

•Systematic deviations of the reverse bends add coherently (the π-bends
must track such deviations to cause suppression), leading to betatron
oscillations in the backleg of the machine. If all reverse bends in an arc
are ganged, suppression of systematic errors will occur across the back-
leg, but within the backleg no suppression occurs. This can impede emit-
tance measurements if the amplitude is excessive. The orbit response

goes like , so the remnant orbit in the
backleg will be of order

This sensitivity is large enough to be of concern during emittance mea-
surements if T~10-5. We therefore must constrain T to be of order 10-6,
implying the need for a shunt stable to 1 part in 10,000 with a full range
of order 1 to 2 percent. We note that this has implications on the match-
ing of dipoles within the family of reverse bends; excessive discrepancies
can cause unpleasant orbit and focussing variations. These effects are,
however, DC and will be discussed below.

•Systematic errors in the optical chicane bends will interfere destructively
and suppress. These may therefore be put on a single shunt; range and
stability of the shunt will be determined by the tolerable AC orbit excur-
sion within the chicane, the remnant orbit effects generated by varying
the shunt to match the magnet excitation to the beam energy (this is a
requirement on the tracking of the dipoles within this family) and the
focussing effects of varying all magnets on the shunt. The latter two
effects are primarily DC and will be discussed below. The former is
addressed by noting the peak dispersion within the chicane is ~0.4 m.
The orbit therefore will move at 0.4 m T, which, for 10-5 shunt stability is
only 4 µm. This implies a 10% shunt stable at 1 part in 10,000 is accept-
able from an orbit viewpoint, a specification that will be reviewed below.

Small dipoles (in the reinjection/extraction chicanes) can be operated individ-
ually with a power supply stable at the 10-5 level, or in series with a power
supply stable to 10-4. The latter is more consistent with the available hard-
ware. This choice will require some shunting in the injection line (for injection

M12 x'〈 〉 β 2⁄( ) x'〈 〉 β 2⁄( ) θ T( )∼∼

2 (two pairs of reverse bends)
5 m (average beta)

2
---------------------------------------------× 1

2
---× rad T 3.5∼× m T .
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This is readily evaluated for each of the classes of dipoles in the machine:

We have used the average bend angle for the small dipoles. Given these sensi-
tivities, we can analyze the effect of various AC and DC errors.

AC Effects - For large dipoles, an uncorrelated AC tolerance of 10-5 will lead to
~160 µm of spot motion at the end of the recirculation. This is ~20% of the
design spot size, corresponding to ~40% emittance dilution. Such performance
could prevent accurate emittance measurements in the backleg, and contrib-
ute to transmission problems during energy recovery. At a similar uncorre-
lated AC tolerance, the medium bends give ~70 µm of spot motion (~10% of
spot size), which is also a rather large contribution from a single error source.

All such problems can be easily avoided by series excitation of the dipoles in
the proper achromatic pattern (all dipoles in either optical chicane and/or in
the recirculation arc in series). In this case, excitation errors become corre-
lated and cancel over the optical module; the AC tolerance is then set by the
required beam stability within the module. Noting that the average dispersion
is ~ 1 m (and the peak ~2 m), a 10-5 correlated error will lead to an average
spot motion of 10 µm and a peak spot motion of 20 µm within either recircula-
tion loop. This is (at 1-2% of the design spot size) acceptable.

This discussion also addresses the range and stability of current shunts used
to “match” magnet excitations around the recirculation arc, which in turn dic-
tates how closely different magnet styles must match one another. We assume
that the constraint of using CEBA standard hardware will be imposed, so that
the available shunts will be stable to 1 part in 10,000 at full excitation. If indi-
vidual shunts are used, a 10% shunt stable to 10-4 will lead to AC variations
at the 10-5 level. This is subject to the constraints discussed above, by which
we conclude that greater shunt stability must be imposed, a smaller shunt
range utilized, or some “ganging” scheme developed to suppress errors. As the
shunts are being used to match magnet excitations within and amongst vari-
ous magnet styles, ganging across families is impractical. If we gang individ-
ual magnet styles, unacceptable orbit errors can develop unless the shunt
range is limited:

x〈 〉 2
2
--- 5 m( ) π rad T××× 16 m T          for π bends,

= 16
2
------ 5 m( ) 1

2
--- rad T××× 7 m T          for medium bends, and

6
2
--- 5 m( ) 0.133 rad T××× 1.2 m  T          for small bends.

= =

=

= =
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A 1 mrad rms dipole roll error will therefore lead to 7 mm rms uncorrected
orbit excursion at the end of the beam line. This is manageable. we therefore
specify the following

Dipole roll tolerance

Longitudinal Alignment
Longitudinal alignment must be adequate to insure that each element is
placed close in betatron phase to its design position. Detailed analysis of the
implications of longitudinal misalignment can be performed using computer
simulations. In this case we make a preliminary specification (to be later veri-
fied by simulation) based on scaling from CEBA. In that machine, the average
beam envelope function/betatron wavelength is ~20 m, some 4 times larger
than in the IR FEL. Consequently, the phase advance progresses at a rate four
times slower, and the longitudinal alignment tolerance is four times looser.
That tolerance is 5 mm, rms. We therefore take a 1.25 mm rms tolerance for
the IRFEL, and make the following

Longitudinal alignment tolerance

II. Excitation Errors

Excitation errors can be either AC or DC and can lead to either steering or focussing
effects. In the following, we evaluate the sensitivity of the IR FEL transport system
to both steering and focussing errors, and use this sensitivity estimate to set toler-
ances on both DC and AC components of the excitation errors.

Dipole Excitation Errors: Steering Effects
From above, N angular steering errors of average magnitude  lead to a

final average orbit offset . If the steering errors are generated
by a discrepancy of bend angle  from nominal at a tolerance T, the angular
error will be  and the resulting orbit error will be as follows.

σz' 1 mrad=

σz 1.25 mm=

x'〈 〉

x〈 〉 N 2⁄ β x'〈 〉=

θ
x'〈 〉 θ T=

x〈 〉 N
2
----β x'〈 〉 N

2
----βθ T= =
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two aspects of this result. First, the effect is linear so the relative spot growth
 is independent of the average spot size; the spot size coupling is ~2%

for nominal, design, and maximum spot sizes. Second, this estimate is also
valid for the dispersion handling trim quads as well. There are 8 such quads
at high dispersion locations of the arcs; at these locations the rms spot size
will be , or some ten times the design betatron
spot size. However, the trim quads are typically at least 10 times weaker than
average, so the vertical spot size growth remains the same (give or take a fac-

tor of ) as for the main quadrupoles. Based on these considerations, we
therefore specify the following

Quadrupole roll tolerance

Dipole Roll Error
A dipole rolled by  affects the beam in two ways. First, there is an out-of
plane kick generated by the perturbation of the baseline orbit away from the
nominal plane of bending. Secondly, there are out of plane kicks generated, as
in the case of quadrupoles, by the lens action of the dipoles.

The latter effect is discussed above; we note that average dipole focal lengths
are ~5 times that of quadrupoles, so the impact of the dipoles as rotated lenses
is at least five times smaller than that of the quadrupoles. A 1 mrad dipole roll
specification is therefore adequate from this perspective. The former error,
perturbation of the baseline orbit, leads to a DC steering effect. A dipole bend-
ing horizontally by  will, when rolled by , kick the beam vertically by

Using the above relations, we see the average vertical orbit excursion at the
end of the beam line will scale as follows.

Introducing values from Table 1, we obtain the following estimate for the sen-
sitivity of the orbit to rolls of the “medium” dipoles.

σy σ⁄ x

η δp p⁄ 1 m 0.01×∼ 0.01 m=

26 8⁄

σz' 1 mrad=

σz'

θ σz'

σy' θσz' .=

y〈 〉 N
2
----βσy'

N
2
----βθσz'==

y〈 〉 16
2
------ 5 m× 1

2
--- rad× σz'× 7 mσz'= =
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Large (180o) dipoles have no vertical focussing and image the beam horizon-
tally. For them, one simply need to set an internal orbit tolerance; conse-
quently, 1 mm would be satisfactory in this application as well. We therefore
specify the following

Dipole transverse alignment tolerance

Quadrupole Roll Errors
A quad rolled by  gives an out of midplane (vertical) kick to horizontally
displaced particles (and vice versa). The net skewing of the beam can therefore
be estimated by taking the rms vertical angular impulse generated by the rms
horizontal spot size.

This propagates to a downstream vertical spot size contribution via :

Allowing for N such errors over several betatron wavelengths (i.e., proceeding
as above and averaging over both an ensemble of errors and all betatron oscil-
lations along the beamline) we see that the vertical spot size growth scales as
follows.

Use of numbers from our the Table 1 parameter list provides an estimate of
the sensitivity to quadrupole roll (the “design” horizontal betatron spot size is
used).

This implies that 1 mrad rms quad roll leads to 19 µm vertical spot growth -
about 2% of the design 0.9 mm spot size. This is acceptable. We remark about

σr 1.0 mm=

σz'

σy' σz'

σx

f
-----



∼

M34

σy M34σy' M34σz'

σx

f
-----



= =

σy
N
2
----βσy'

N
2
----βσz'

σx

f
-----



= =

σy
26
2
------ 5 m( ) 0.90 10

3–
mm×( ) 1.2 m⁄( )σz' 0.019 m σz'= =
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discussion, be as follows.

Using parameters listed in Table 1, we see

A 1/2 mm rms error will therefore lead to ~1 cm rms offset before correction.
This is acceptable in the 2” (5 cm) pipe. We therefore specify the following

Quadrupole transverse alignment tolerance

Dipole Transverse Misalignment
A dipole misaligned by  gives a kick  to the beam. For N such mis-
alignments,

Using parameters of Table 1, the sensitivity to misalignments of “medium”
(~30o) dipoles will be

while the sensitivity to misalignments of “small” (~5-10o) dipoles will be

These results suggest 1 mm rms would be satisfactory. We note all these
errors will in quadrature to other tolerances to give a final error sensitivity.

x〈 〉 N
2
----β x'〈 〉 N

2
----β

σr

f
-----= =

x〈 〉 26
2
------ 5× m 1.2 m⁄× σr 22 m σ× r∼=

σr 0.5 mm=

σr x' σr f⁄∼

x〈 〉 N
2
----β x'〈 〉 N

2
----β

σr

f
-----= =

x〈 〉 16
2
------ 5× m 0.25 m⁄× σr 4 m σ× r ,∼=

x〈 〉 6
2
--- 5× m 0.1 m⁄× σr 1 m σ× r .∼=
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due to any single error to well less than 10%; specifically, an upper limit of order one
to a few percent is imposed on the spot size degradation (or motion) due to any single
error.

Error Estimates
Three types of errors are encountered in transport systems. They are as follows:

I. Alignment Errors

Quadrupole Transverse Misalignment
Dipole Transverse Misalignment
Roll: Quadrupole and Dipole
Longitudinal Alignment

II. Excitation Errors

Dipole Field Errors
Steering Errors
Focussing Errors

Quadrupole Field Errors
Focussing Errors

III. Errors in Magnetic Field Quality

Dipoles
End Field Errors
Pole-Face Rotation Errors
Field Errors in Magnet Body

Quadrupoles

We now assign each type of error to one of the two previously discussed error classes,
and estimate its impact on the performance of the IR FEL.

I. Alignment Errors

Quadrupole Transverse Misalignment
A quad misaligned by  gives a kick  to the beam. For N such mis-
alignments, the average response at the end of the beamline will, by the above

σr x' σr f⁄∼
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Error Budget for IR FEL Transport System
In the following, we develop an error budget for the IR FEL transport system. It is
based on the observation that the beam “half-fills” the pipe during energy recovery,
and that therefore a doubling of beam size due to the combined effect of all errors
would lead to unacceptable beam loss and performance degradation. Consequently,
this error budget seeks to limit error-driven beam effective beam size enhancement

0.11 mrad

0.18 mrad

0.22 mrad

nominal transverse average angular diver-
gence

design transverse average angular diver-
gence

maximum transverse average angular
divergence

average quadrupole inverse focal length

average dipole vertical inverse focal length
(for ~30o dipoles)

average dipole horizontal inverse focal
length (for ~30o dipoles)

average dipole vertical inverse focal length
(for ~10o dipoles)

average dipole horizontal inverse focal
length (for ~10o dipoles)

average dipole vertical inverse focal length
(for ~5o dipoles)

average dipole horizontal inverse focal
length (for ~5o dipoles)

beam rigidity at 42 MeV

Table 1: IR FEL Parameter List

Parameter Value Description

σr'
ε
β
---=

1 f quad⁄ 8 m
2⁄ 0.15 m× 1.2 m⁄∼

1 f dipole⁄
2

1
1 m
--------- 7° 0.25 m⁄∼tan×

1
1 m
--------- 30° 2

1
1 m
--------- 7°

0.25 m⁄∼

tan×–sin

1 f dipole
small⁄ 2

1
2.5 m
-------------- 9° 0.125 m⁄∼tan×

1
2.5m
------------ 10° 2

1
2.5 m
-------------- 9°

0.25 m⁄∼

tan×–sin

1
2.5 m
--------------– 15° 0.1– m⁄∼tan

1
2.5m
------------ 5° 1

2.5 m
-------------- 15°

0.14 m⁄∼

tan+sin

Bρ 33.3564kg-m/GeV/c
0.042× GeV/c 1.401kg-m=
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average error response of lattice parameters to N gradient induced average focussing

errors. We assume that  is small; this is valid in our application.

These expressions can be used to make estimates of beam behavior in circumstances
where magnetic field gradient errors over lengths short compared to a betatron
wavelength lead to focussing error induced perturbations of beam envelope func-
tions. Examples of such situations include estimates of betatron mismatch and dis-
persion errors due to excitation errors in quadrupoles and field errors in dipoles.

Baseline Parameters of IR FEL Beam Transport System
The following parameter list will be used to estimate the impact of errors in the IR
FEL. All estimates will be given (where appropriate) at 42 MeV.

Table 1: IR FEL Parameter List

Parameter Value Description

NQuadrupole 26 Number of quads

NDipole 2
16
6

Number of 180o dipoles, 1 m bend radius
Number of ~30o dipoles, 1 m bend radius
Number of ~5-10o dipoles, 2.5 m bend rad.

1 m average dispersion

5 m average beam envelope function

0.0625 mm-mrad
0.1625 mm-mrad
0.25     mm-mrad

nominal geometric emittance
design geometric emittance
maximum geometric emittance

0.56 mm
0.90 mm
1.12 mm

nominal transverse average spot size
design transverse average spot size
maximum transverse average spot size

αend

∆β
β

-------〈 〉 N
2
----β δ 1 f⁄( )〈 〉

∆α〈 〉 N
2
----β δ 1 f⁄( )〈 〉

∆ψ〈 〉 1
4π
------ 3N

2
-------β δ 1 f⁄( )〈 〉

∆η〈 〉 N
2
----βη δ 1 f⁄( )〈 〉=

=

=

=

η

β

ε42 MeV

σr βε=
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This expression can be profitably applied to make estimates of beam behavior in cir-
cumstances where a magnetic field error  occurs over a length  short compared to
a betatron wavelength, resulting in an angular impulse . Examples of
such situations include estimates of mis-steering due to excitation errors in dipoles
and alignment errors in quadrupoles, and estimates of spot size growth due to field
inhomogeneities in dipoles

II. Gradient Errors - introduce focussing errors and lead to perturbations of propa-
gated beam envelope functions, phase advances, and dispersions. The response of
any of these parameters to a gradient error  acting over a length  short compared
to a betatron wavelength will be as follows; here  is the “error focal

length” due to , , , and  are the unperturbed “design”
lattice parameters at the site of the error and the end of the system.

We note that dispersion errors propagate like orbit errors, with the betatron phase
advance, while beam envelope mismatches propagate at twice the phase advance.
Insofar as the system is linear and the focussing errors are perturbatively small (so
that cross terms amongst multiple errors are negligible), the response of the system
to N focussing errors at different indexed locations will be the sum of the response to
the individual perturbations.

Averaging (as in the above case of missteering) over both an ensemble of errors and
all betatron oscillations through a system yields the following scaling laws for the

B l

x'〈 〉 Bl Bρ⁄=

B' l

δ 1 f⁄( ) B'l B⁄ ρ=

B' βerror αend ηerror ψerror end→

∆β
β

------- δ– 1 f⁄( )βerror
2ψerror end→

∆α δ 1 f⁄( )βerror
2ψerror end→ αend

2ψerror end→
sin–cos( )

∆ψ 1
2π
------δ 1 f⁄( )βerror ψerror end→

sin( )
2

∆η δ 1 f⁄( )ηerror
M12

error end→
–=

=

=

sin=

∆β
β

------- δ
n 1=

N

∑– 1 f n⁄( )βn 2ψn end→

∆α δ
n 1=

N

∑ 1 f n⁄( )βn 2ψn end→ αend
2ψn end→

sin–cos( )

∆ψ 1
2π
------ δ

n 1=

N

∑ 1 f n⁄( )βn ψn end→
sin( )

2

∆η δ
n 1=

N

∑ 1 f n⁄( )βnM12
n end→

–=

=

=

sin=
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Error Estimates for the IR FEL Transport System

D. Douglas

Abstract
We present estimates for the effects of various magneto-optical errors on the perfor-
mance of the IR FEL beam transport system. An error budget based on these esti-
mates is given.

Introduction
In a beam transport system such as that for the IR FEL two basic classes of errors
are of concern.

I. Kick Errors - result in excitation of betatron oscillations. The response of the beam
to a single kick  is given by the transfer matrix element  from the kick to the
end of the beam line.

The linear response of the beam to N kicks at different indexed locations “ ” is given
by the sum of the individual kicks.

This expression will accurately describe beam behavior provided the transport sys-
tem is nonpathological (i.e., linear) and the kicks are perturbatively small. Introduc-
ing the representation

and averaging over both an ensemble of errors and all betatron oscillations through
the system yields the following scaling law for the average beam response  to an

average kick error  arising at N locations through the system. Here,  is the
average beam envelope function through the transport line.

x' M12

x M12
kick end→

x'=

n

x M12
n end→

xn'
n 1=

N

∑=

M12 βnβend ψn end→
sin=

x〈 〉

x'〈 〉 β

x〈 〉 N
2
----β x'〈 〉=


